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Abstract 

The Bhagavad Gita, a central Hindu text, is a metaphysical mess of divine revelation, 

spiritualism and cosmic guesswork; it is religion masquerading as philosophy. For the Bhagavad 

Gita to survive we will have to accept that it is a document of a different age; that its undiluted 

message is at both one and the same time, meaningless and immoral. From this position it is 

possible to approach the materialism that is left-behind and find something real and relevant 

within the text. The Bhagavad Gita does not shine a pathway to eternal happiness, as it claims 

to do, but it does represent one of the earliest and surprisingly more comprehensive 

demonstrations of Just War Theory, along with the moral importance of sympathising with 

enemies.
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Introduction

During a year-long academic placement in India I found myself constantly pushed by both 

colleagues, friends and even strangers, to study the Bhagavad Gita. The unconcealed hope and 

expectation in their voices did not in any way match what I found – so this publication will 

almost certainly disappoint them. Yet – and after much intellectual agony – I did find a 

strangely neglected moral force, though be it divorced from the surrounding religiosity and 

spiritualism.

The Bhagavad Gita, or ‘Gita’ as it is commonly known, is a central Hindu text, yet just as with all 

things Hindu, not ‘the’, or the ‘singular’ defining text in what is a vast, and often wildly 

disparate religion. Indeed many people, often Hindu’s themselves, will happily present 

Hinduism as ‘not a religion at all’ – a patently false assertion, but we will come to that in time. 

What is undeniable, is that the Gita holds a revered position with a majority of Hindus, and that 

this reverence manifests itself – as tends to be the case with most religious texts – as a respect 

for the wisdom it contains, rather than simply its godly origin. Instead of drilling-down upon this 

need that people feel to justify their religious convictions and spirituality in terms of reason 

rather than faith alone, I saw it more useful to accept this premise at face-value and approach 

the Gita as I would any other significant ‘worldly’ text. 

This was my first impression: “Infantilised and ridden with tears, Arjuna pleads not to have to go 

through with the fight before him; Krishna convinces him otherwise – this is the Bhagavad Gita; 

this is a catalogue for violence”.

However this now seems a little unfair on my behalf, and perhaps a little reactionary 

considering the subject matter. The Gita is more refined than this, and has a considerably more 

nuanced message that has been lost in wave-after-wave of empty analyses. Analyses not like 

my own first-glance reaction, but of a fawning, self-congratulatory, forgive-anything type. In the 

middle of these two positions the Gita has something real and relevant to say: it does not shine 
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a pathway to eternal happiness, but it does touch, if only briefly, upon the moral apex of Just 

War Theory.

This is not an attempt to shield the Gita from criticism (there is plenty of that in my second 

chapter), nor is it an attempt to cherry pick content in order to pacify devotees of Krishna or 

Hindus in general (the title of my first chapter, “The Metaphysical Mess of the Bhagavad Gita”, 

ought to assuage any such concerns). Indeed I made a conscious effort to spend a considerable 

amount of time on a criticism of the central religious and philosophical claims in the Gita.

Insofar as a cherry picking of content might seem to be occurring, it is in order to justify the 

selected content alone, not the overall message of the Gita. And certainly rather than ‘cherry 

picking’, the proceeding essay represents a complete stripping-away of the ‘religious’ in order 

to analyse the non-divine morality remaining; a chiselling away of the ‘metaphysical’ in order to 

embrace the materialism that is left-behind – that is, Just War Theory and the moral 

importance of sympathy. 

Chapter 1: A Metaphysical Mess - The Bhagavad Gita As It Is

The fight before Arjuna – that which cripples him with waves of looming guilt – is the 

Mahabharata. A battle between the Pandavas and the Kauravas on the Kuru-kshetra battlefield; 

and that which would later become a lynch pin in the creation of the Indian national identity: a 

“picture of the culture of India in its multiform beauty” (Ramaswami Sastri 1956: 2). 

While the exact date of the Mahabharata remains open for question – placed at varying stages 

along a timeline from the 9th to 1st century BCE – archaeological discoveries, particularly

ceramic works known as ‘Painted Grey Ware’, the discovery of iron spearheads, arrow tips, and 

the remains of the sunken city of Dwaraka off the coast of Gujarat, place the event itself – in 

some form – largely beyond question (at least circumstantially). The most likely date, if indeed 
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the battle was real, was in the period 1100-900 BCE (the time that the Painted Grey Ware is 

most commonly dated to).

The Gita first appeared – predominantly as oral tradition – in between the 4th to 2nd century 

BCE (pre-dating the battle due to its embryonic form as a derivative of Vedic traditions). In 

substance though, the idea of Krishna – as distinct from Vedic Hinduism – first emerged during 

the Mauryan Empire (322BCE-185BCE). Whilst his complete profile, including life story and 

modern depiction did not appear until the Gupta Period (240CE-550CE). The Gita’s great leap 

into Western consciousness through translations into German, French and English began 

around 1700CE.

Depending on the translation and the publication, the Bhagavad Gita is a 700-verse epic. 

Loosely translating to ‘Song of the Divine One’, the Gita is painful to read, and difficult to 

explain. And this helps it to remain relevant to an ever expanding global audience. The lingering 

feeling that the Gita has never quite been understood, at least in its entirety, allows it to appear 

mystical and transient to adults, whilst also remaining easily simplified and comprehensible to 

children without committing any obvious sacrilege of exclusion. Elusive, yet acceptable when 

abridged, the Gita is something all good religious texts should aspire to.

So it might be best to start where I began, with first glances... “Infantilised and ridden with 

tears, Arjuna pleads not to have to go through with the fight before him; Krishna convinces him 

otherwise – this is the Bhagavad Gita. This is a catalogue for violence”... The Gita’s message is 

unavoidable, and focussed upon the inner turmoil of Arjuna. Arjuna, long renowned amongst 

his fellow Pandavas for his warrior instincts (famously the only one of Drona’s pupils to display 

the correct focus and approach to combat archery), is driven between the two opposing armies 

on the battlefield by his charioteer Krishna. Here Arjuna can see more clearly the opposing 

Kauravas army and immediately recognises the faces of his relatives, his friends, and his 

community. Arjuna, previously righteous in his convictions and primed for battle, collapses at 

the wheel of his chariot, head in hands, weapons strewn around him – the fight before him is 

suddenly not as ethical as it once seemed.
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Previously only waiting for the signal to attack, Krishna’s attention is now entirely lost onto 

Arjuna as he pleads not to have to go through with the fight. And, on cue, the metaphysics and 

moral underlying’s of the Gita is layered-on thick.

Incidentally, we never hear Krishna speak directly. His discussion with Arjuna comes to the 

reader through the story-telling of Sanjaya and the audience of King Dhritarashtra. Sanjaya, 

mythically renowned for his telepathic sight (presumably adding a degree of authority to the 

role of witness) is entertaining the King’s Court with the retelling: “So did I hear this wonderous 

dialogue of [Krishna,] Vasudeva’s son, and the high-souled Arjuna, [and as I listened] I 

shuddered with delight” (Zaehner 1969: 109). This creates a distance and a dynamic break 

between the intended messages of the Gita through the words of Krishna and the detached 

retelling of Sanjaya. So it is that Sanjaya adopts the role of Plato (though be it before his time) 

for the explaining of Socratic philosophy. And it is certainly hard to read the Gita – as Krishna 

painstakingly meanders his way toward ‘truth’ and ‘understanding’ through dialogue and 

questioning – without getting a sense of Socratic déjà vu.

So the Gita is structured as a play between points of experience and degrees of understanding. 

This builds up an almost subconscious structure of fluidity and circularity; slowly constructing a 

feeling – presumably intentional – that subjectivity is both an important source of knowledge 

whilst also unavoidably transient.

As Arjuna begs to retreat into a ‘meditative’ contemplation (incidentally, later to be explained 

as a pathway to transcendence: “For those men who meditate on Me, no other [thought in 

mind], who do me honour, ever persevere, I bring attachment and possession of what has been 

attained” (Zaehner 1969: 76)), anywhere and anything but the battlefield presumably, Krishna 

intercedes and the Gita begins with a spirited argument for violence. Yet more specifically, he 

begins with a journey into spirituality and faith: In the Gita Krishna is said to be the true essence 

or foundation of Vedic and Upanishadic wisdom, which is incidentally the foundation of 

Hinduism. And certainly much of the ideas and notions found in Vedic and Upanishadic 

traditions echo heavily through the pages of the Gita.
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Krishna heads things off with an idea of divinity: despite the obvious weightiness of the choice 

presented to Arjuna, he has, as it is explained, approached the dilemma much too casually. The 

battle that has cast Arjuna into an emotional crisis had a heavenly purpose: a Noah-esque 

cleansing of evil from the ranks of humanity. For this, the battle had been long planned, and 

Arjuna selectively chosen. This – and we will come to it in the second chapter – is where 

Mahatma Gandhi, the patriarch of modern India, believed he had glimpsed the central ethic of 

the Gita – a simple message of ‘do your duty’. And he was partially correct. 

Where Gandhi was wrong was by claiming that the urging of Arjuna toward warfare was merely 

an attempt to explain that duty is important and should be followed. There is no indication 

anywhere in the 700 verses that the text was imagined to be nothing more than a metaphor; 

the war is real, the violence will be real, and the suffering is inevitable. The morality of the Gita 

is not to be found by running away from its plain meaning, but rather within the brutality of the 

Mahabharata itself. The Gita is an incitement to violence, and that is why it is such a profound 

statement on peace (which we will come to in the third chapter).

Where Gandhi was right, was by spotlighting the central importance of ‘duty’... however this 

needs some clarification. The ‘duty’ that courses through the veins of the Gita, is a duty that is 

seen to naturally follow the acceptance of the ‘cosmic order’: “The Secret of action… is one with 

the secret of all life and existence” (Aurobindo 1942: 411). This is a divinely focussed, selfless 

duty; undertaken without hope, reward or gain. A duty, that when understood, brings about a 

removal of both self, and collective, concern. Duty alone is its own reward, never the fruits or 

products of the associated labour (Zaehner 1969: 51).

So Arjuna’s concern for the harm, suffering and loss of life that will certainly be inflicted upon 

the people involved in the battle ought to be assuaged once he has understood this iteration of 

‘Divine Command Theory’. Krishna explains that just as Arjuna’s duty is to fight, the ‘others’ 

that he suddenly cares about have their duty as well – they are duty bound to sacrifice 

themselves. This is a “battle of sacred duty”, a righteous event that will establish justice on 

earth. Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of an independent India, and close friend of 

Gandhi, presented a description of the Gita, more grounded in its actual material substance 
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than that of Gandhi, yet still ethereal: “The Bhagavad-Gita deals essentially with the spiritual 

foundation of human existence. It is a call of action to meet the obligations and duties of life; yet 

keeping in view the spiritual nature and grander purpose of the universe”.

Krishna persists: explaining that the purpose of life, any given life, is no different to any other. 

The physical substance of an individual’s worldly purpose is irrelevant, all that matters is that 

the purpose exists and that it is divine in its origin. In this sense, the Gita can be understood as 

a text on self-realisation. Without seeing or understanding this divine purpose, Arjuna is dealing 

with Mithya (limited truth) rather than Satya (limitless truth). And it is explained that the 

journey toward Satya is achieved by expanding the mind and acquiring enlightenment. 

It is starting to get a little messy: work and material existence are inescapable; yet this 

existence can be lived with a detachment from the self and the material world; essentially 

involving the freeing of oneself from the ego; apropos heaven and hell are merely temporary 

mental states (Zaehner 1969: 23 & 54): “As witless [fools] perform their works attached to the 

work [they do], so, unattached, should the wise man do, longing to bring about the welfare [and 

coherence] of the world”. (Zaehner 1969: 56). Here the Gita offers a strong taste of 

pre-Buddhism (Steiner 1975: 18), along with significant echoes of Abrahamic gods: ‘the first 

step is to refuse our lower nature and embrace detachment, even from our material selves’ -

“This is the solution, this the salvation, this the perfect that I offer to all” (Aurobindo 1942: 424).

Concern for his enemies, is a demonstration that Arjuna is attached to the material world. 

Krishna explains that the material world must be overcome in order to transcend from the 

repetitious, and potentially endless cycles of reincarnation. There are three modes of material 

nature: goodness, passion, and ignorance. Ignorance leads to madness; passion to the material 

longing; and only goodness to the conditions that allow for happiness. An individual who dies in 

the passion or ignorance modes will be reborn in the animal kingdom, only those who die in the 

mode of goodness can transcend into the spiritual realm: “One who engages in full devotional 

service, unfailing in all circumstances, at once transcends the modes of material nature and thus 

comes to the level of Brahman.”
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Karma, despite embodying a “cluster of connotations”, is boilable into the eternal balance of 

cause and effect and reciprocity, regulating all life and action (Bahm 1970: 7). “Who knows my 

godly birth and mode of operation (Karma) thus as they really are, he, he body is left behind, is 

never born again: he comes to Me”. (Zaehner 1969: 58). As such, Arjuna’s life has been moving 

steadily and inextricably toward this moment without his knowing it: “Whosoever comes to me, 

through whatever form, I reach him; all men are struggling through paths which in the end lead 

to me”. It is with the loss of the self through a firm grasp on the ‘oneness’ and the limitless 

nature of Satya that the understanding of duty as a moral principle begins to develop some 

traction. That is, duty is the first human step toward detachment and oneness; the first step 

toward freeing oneself from the material world: “I was never born and I will never die: I do not 

hurt and cannot be hurt; I am invincible, immortal, indestructible”... “[I] hold back the rain and 

send it forth: deathlessness am I and death, what is and what is not” (Zaehner 1969: 76).

Yet Arjuna, unconvinced, and desperate to escape his heavenly fate, pleads for a simple grace: 

not to have to kill anyone. And in spite of Krishna’s efforts, he is unwilling to accept such a blind 

commitment on nothing more than the word of an involved individual. So Arjuna asks for 

something tangible, something that bypasses the need for a leap of faith. Obligingly, Krishna 

demonstrates Viswaroopa – an encompassing and overpowering bright light that reveals the 

oneness of Krishna with the universe – showing that he is, in fact, Vishnu (or God) returned to 

earth in order to restore Dharma ‘universal order’: “I alone am inexhaustible time, I the creator 

facing every way, and I am death sweeping away all, likewise the origin of all that shall be”. 

(Turner 1939: 83). (Though this does beg the question: if revealed truth was always an option, 

then why spend so much time trying to slowly talk Arjuna around; why not just show him and 

have it be done with). 

By revealing himself as Vishnu, Krishna is also revealing himself as the Supreme Truth. And 

considering – as explained in the Gita – that Krishna will return at some future date in order to 

destroy the universe, his message of working with detachment develops an absolute force. In 

this new context, devotional service to Krishna is the supreme pathway to oneness and Satya –

a means to understanding that death can be enlightenment rather than an end or a new 
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beginning: if you are killed [in the battle] you will ascend to heaven. On the contrary if you win 

the war you will enjoy the comforts of earthly kingdom. Therefore, get up and fight with 

determination”

This devotional pathway to god ‘Bhakti’ – a prescriptive return to the idea of doing ones duty –

requires a degree of personal surrender; ‘Bhakti’ also holds an important social function of 

‘personal devotion’ (Kosambi 1959: 17): “My dear Arjuna, only by undivided devotional service 

can I be understood as I am, standing before you, and can thus be seen directly. Only in this way 

can you enter into the mysteries of my understanding”.

The footnote that needs adding at this point is the acknowledgement that Arjuna is still left 

with a choice. Placing a certain value on the autonomy of the individual, Krishna insists that 

Arjuna reflect upon their discussion and then make a free, and unpressured choice. Once again 

as pre-history to the Socratic method of truth discovery, the Gita tries to lead the subject to 

truth rather than pursuing an on-the-spot conversion – building upon a constant theme of the 

Gita: the value to be found in subjectivity (rather than something merely to be overcome). It 

seems that with Hinduism there really is no compulsion in religion, even after revelation. 

However, it must be noted, that considering the other worldly consequences of not accepting 

Krishna’s message, it would be misguided to view such a dilemma as a ‘choice’, rather than as 

an unavoidable ‘obligation’.

Doing your duty, acting with detachment and a devotional following of Krishna all spiral down 

upon a central theme of the Gita: the difference between the body and soul ‘Atma’. However, 

this is not a literal translation for most modern-day conceptions of the ‘soul’. Explained by R.C. 

Zaehner in his 1969 work ‘The Bhagavad-Gita’, “According to the Gita’s own definition of 

‘Buddhi’ corresponds more or less exactly to what we in the West call ‘soul’ since it is not only 

intellect but also will” (Zaehner 1969: 22). 

Atma, as developed in the Gita, is a more universal, less isolatable, less tangible consideration 

of the soul: “Nature and the soul are not temporary visitors but rather inextricably bound, 

eternally” (Aurobindo 1942: 411). To achieve enlightenment is to detach oneself from the 
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material world and have it replaced by an understanding of god, the universe and importantly 

the permanent bond with the soul. The Gita is a journey to discover ones “innermost” self; an 

encounter with “Godhead” inside ourselves; that is, the soul ‘shares’ our nature rather than 

simply being it as a single unifying entity (Aurobindo 1942: 411-415). Arjuna, noticing this 

emphasis upon the mind rather than the body appropriately, if still slightly desperately, 

questions why he must bother with the fight at all if a focus on the soul and the mind is such a 

superior purpose in life.

Krishna springs into life at this point, explaining that a focus upon Atma cannot be removed so 

entirely from his teachings up to that point. The soul must not be imagined in a personalised, 

narcissistic way, but rather in an infinite, unending, unchanging sense: in the context of 

oneness. God is present in all people and all things and the soul is identical to Brahmin or ‘god 

in the universe’. So, though the body may die, the soul is indestructible and eternal: “Learned 

men do not grieve for the dead or the living. Never have I not existed… never in the future shall 

we cease to exist”. Accordingly, Krishna instructs Arjuna to control his sensory perceptions and 

discover this fixed identity – only then will he be able to fight with detachment: “The human 

psyche consists of ‘soul’, mind, ego and the five senses. All these are evolutes from material 

nature: they are not the self” (Zaehner 1969: 22).

However, and then seeming to get mixed-up in its own metaphysics, the “perfect” in the Gita is 

described as the discovery of “superconsciousness” (Aurobindo 1942). Previously, the Gita was 

fairly explicit: in true Heideggerian fashion, it was not through consciousness that the soul is 

found, but rather through being-in-nature as an encompassing understanding of the world with 

us in it (Aurobindo 1942: 413). And then at other points, the Gita flips full circle and embraces 

the simple, mundane, lower pleasures of human existence: “The mind of knowledge and the 

will of action are not all; there is within you a heart whose demand is for delight” (Aurobindo 

1942: 433).

It gets worse, Krishna at one point strangely feels the need to feminise himself to assist with 

Arjuna’s understanding: “among feminine nouns [I am] fame, fortune, speech, memory, 
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intelligence, steadfastness, long-suffering” (Zaehner 1969: 80). What this implies about Arjuna 

is anyone’s guess.

And when the Gita develops a more analytical spirit and seeks to outline its message into four 

distinct ‘ways’, known as ‘yogas’ it can’t help but dump a new element on the scene. 1. Karma 

Yoga = cause and effect. 2. Bhakti Yoga = Devotional service. 3. Jnana Yoga = acquiring universal 

knowledge. So far so good. However, 4. Raja Yoga = Self-control and monk-like living, Strangely 

receives no mention anywhere previously, and has the feel of an afterthought (Bahm 1970: 

7-16). This ‘ways’ or ‘yogas’ structure however, has proved itself quite lucrative over the years 

with whole books devoted to the “Yoga of the Gita” (Prem 1969). Adding to this are truly 

incomprehensible sentences that are themselves, strangely designed to be explanations: “The 

offering is Brahman, Brahman the [sacrificial] ghee offered by Brahman in Brahman’s fire: who 

sinks himself in this [sacrificial] act which is Brahman, to Brahman must he thereby go”

(Zaehner 1969: 59).

Confused? Well I think that’s the idea! Within its difficulty and its tangled frame, the Gita has a 

tool toward its own longevity and universal adoption. Obscurant by nature, the Gita is easily 

adapted to suit new audiences and easily cherry picked to suit new interpretations and 

contexts. Hard to define – at least with any consistency – the Gita can, and has been, anything 

that readers wish it to be. This is less likely the result of a cold Machiavellian calculation, where 

the text is made deliberately tortuous; and more likely the result of happenstance and the 

fumbling of multiple, uncoordinated authors.

However, there is an odd dichotomy at play that needs mentioning. Despite the inconsistences 

and endless convolutions, it must be approached and assumed that all these metaphysical 

details should – at least in some way – be considered pivotal to the text. To not would be to 

impose a third party subjectivity. Yet, at the same time, through all its metaphysical effort, the 

Gita really fails to push substantially beyond the concentrated focus on Atma.

Regardless, it is impossible to accept – in the words of V.K. Gokak at the 1987 International 

Seminar on the Mahabharata – that the Gita represents a retelling of the Mahabharata through 
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“sublime passages of metaphysical poetry” (Gokak 1987: 19). Arjuna, however, has no such 

problems: “Destroyed is the confusion; and through your grace I have regained a proper way of 

thinking: with doubts dispelled I stand ready to do your bidding” (Zaehner 1969: 108).

Chapter 2: Clearing the Mess - Context, Challenges, Distortions

The structure of the Gita actively lends itself to misunderstanding. Certainly spiritualism, 

broadly speaking, can at times find itself at the vanguard of moral and cultural relativism. 

Anyone’s interpretation cannot be said to be more accurate or any more true than anyone 

else’s (still a key tenet of modern Hinduism). This is a fine and effective tool for tolerance and 

acceptance, yet it can leave the uninitiated drowning at sea in any academic analysis of the 

Gita. 

Structurally, the Gita breaks new ice in this relativistic mould; offering new, deeper possibilities 

for compound suffering of the Post-modernist variety. Studying it chapter-by-chapter is 

apparently a monumental faux par. The traditional telling of the Gita, passed by word of mouth 

and personalised scripture, is a long way removed from modern reading habits that formed 

after the development of the printing press. A linear reading of the complete text, whilst 

searching for permanent and singular messages and a sense of completion with its end, is to, 

apparently, mutilate the text along with its message. The Gita, as anyone even slightly familiar 

with it will tell you, can only be understood hermeneutically. 

And certainly without such a strategy, the Gita can leave an empty impression upon the reader. 

An 18 staged text, detailing an 18 day war might seem like structure enough. Yet written in a 

dispersed, bombastic, and above all, aphoristic style that would make Friedrich Nietzsche 

proud, the Gita is hard to pin down. And just as it did for Nietzsche’s early writings, this 

complex style helps to convince the reader that they have never quite understood the message, 

that there is always something that might have been missed. 
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However, for anyone to claim this about the place of Peace Theory in the Gita, is for them to 

admit, at least in part, that they have not actually read the text. This is not a mere academic 

distraction. As a religious text – at least of sorts – the Gita has been stretched in all possible 

directions and used for endless agendas. So to ground events, even partially, will help shave 

away much of the relativist baggage that people try to dump upon the text. So if we are to 

rescue a single materialist saving grace (in chapter 3), then it is important first to beat-down 

some of the misconceptions and outlandish claims made within, and about, the Gita.

So, what better place to start than with Mahatma Gandhi: Gandhi – who himself wrote a 

lengthy analysis of the Gita painfully titled “Bhagavad Gita According to Gandhi” – famously 

took the Gita so far out of context, that it became an entirely empty document; viewing it, quite 

predictably, as a completely symbolic text. This is perhaps understandable from someone who 

committed his life to the practice of non-violence. Yet sadly, it is just a little bit too easy. If 

Gandhi wished to accept the message of the Gita as a religious allegory, he had broad 

inter-faith company in this mental shift, yet to internalise the message in such a way is just too 

detached from the plain words and meaning of the text – not to mention the intellectual 

dishonesty that is displayed by personalising a message in order to suit ones inner convictions.

For Gandhi, the urging of Arjuna toward warfare is merely an attempt to explain that duty is 

important and should be followed. However, this would have the uncomfortable implication of 

rendering the entire context of the Gita, the Mahabharata, as a metaphor; and as previously 

mentioned, there is just no plausible rationale for this. If the morality of the Gita can only be 

found by abandoning it’s unavoidable, plain meaning, and ignoring the clearly important 

context, it begs the question: “Why mention the Mahabharata at all?”... “Why incorporate a 

battle at all? Why use Arjuna (a famous warrior) as the vessel? Why go into such detail about 

opposing forces, the weaponry, the nature of the battle, and its cosmic significance?” 

With Arjuna prone and refusing to fight, this is just the point that Krishna intercedes with his 

metaphysical explanations, this is just the point that the Gita begins in force, and is also 

ostensibly the point that Gandhi decided that he had had enough – walking away from the text 

that he found so inspirational. And, limply, this is roughly where most people end their analysis 
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of the Gita, if anything only a couple of short strides further than Gandhi managed. With the 

suffix ‘ji’ (an indication of Indian respect; ‘Gandhiji’) permanently tagged on the back of his 

name – just as his editor and translator Mahadev Desai does in his preface to the first volume 

“Bhagavad Gita According to Gandhi” – Gandhi gets away with this sort of intellectual lazy 

analysis the same way he gets away with everything; by virtue of an ambient respect. 

What we know for certain, is that despite being heavily influential to Gandhi, the Gita clearly 

did not inspire him in the same way that it did for other Indian freedom fighters. His 

contemporaries had no such issue finding the encouragement to violence in the Gita (Kosambi 

1959: 2). Gandhi’s failure to notice this central theme of the Gita (perhaps ‘ignoring’ is a better 

word considering it is impossible to miss) came at a high cost. Gandhi it seems had not come to 

grips with how dangerous such a position of blindness to duty could be, especially when 

coupled with such a heavy dose of violence.

If he had spent a little more time with the text, and less time attempting to re-write it in his 

mind, Gandhi might have foreseen the actions of Nathuram Godse who shot Gandhi twice at 

close range at Birla House (a site of prayer) in Delhi – Gandhi died from his injuries. As Godse 

was awaiting execution he wrote a final letter to his parents: “Lord Krishna, in war and 

otherwise, killed many a self-opinionated and influential persons for the betterment of the 

world, and even in the Gita he has time to council Arjun [sic] to kill his near and dear ones and 

ultimately persuaded him to do so”. By claiming duty, and duty alone (not allowing for moral 

context) to be ‘the good’, whilst also failing to address the constant undercurrent of conflict 

and war, Gandhi should not have been surprised for some people, perhaps most, to accept 

both messages together and embrace the Gita as a call of ‘doing ones duty to fight’.

But Gandhi was not alone in this pacifist revisionism. Various other famous Indians have joined 

Gandhi down this rabbit hole viewing the Gita as an allegory of war: Eknath Easwaran claimed 

that "The language of battle is often found in the scriptures, for it conveys the strenuous, long, 

drawn-out campaign we must wage to free ourselves from the tyranny of the ego, the cause of 

all our suffering and sorrow”; Sri Aurobindo, though accepting that the battle was intended to 

be accepted literally, claimed it was also nothing more than a useful tool to explain the 
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"struggling human soul"; while Swami Vivekananda saw the Mahabharata as nothing more than 

a helpful way for readers to understand the internal battle between good and evil that all 

people must confront.

The Jains are a religious community so heavily committed to the principle of non-violence that 

all members are required to adopt vegan diets, and where the more extreme members walk at 

ponderously slow speeds, often with their mouths covered, lest they accidentally crush or 

consume insects. Governed by a concept of Ahimsa, a Sanskrit term meaning ‘not to harm or 

injure’, Jainism holds that all living creatures, humans and animals, have divine spiritual energy 

coursing their veins. Therefore it is a sacrilege to hurt other living creatures, and to do so should 

be seen as also hurting oneself and the whole living world. 

Yet despite this, the Jains have found a way to smuggle the Gita into their faith... by totally 

reimagining the underlying metaphysical assumptions. The selectivity of the Jains is quite 

impressive as they renounce the explicit and unavoidable claim in the Gita that Krishna is an 

avatar of Vishnu. Rather they conceive him as a mere human and also as someone who, for his 

violent life and his encouragement of Arjuna to take part in the Mahabharata, was reborn in 

hell to answer for his Karma. Perhaps feeling a little insecure about stripping Krishna of his 

heavenly qualities and then consigning him to torment, the Jains offer a saving grace by 

predicting that after he has learnt his lessons and cleaned his karma, Krishna will then be 

reborn one day as a Jain priest.

This trend now has its modern exponents. Authors such as Devdutt Pattanaik, have 

rediscovered this cash-cow of thought, along with an Indian yearning for Hindu myths with a 

new-age, socially palatable, slant. Pattanaik pumps out multiple books each year on Hindu 

mythology in shortened, easy to digest formats. His 2015 book, “My Gita” is, just as the title 

implies, an example that people can now publically claim the Bhagavad Gita is absolutely 

anything that they wish it to be, and suffer almost no intellectual push back – better still, have a 

happy audience lap it all up.
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American physicist and director of the Manhattan Project, J. Robert Oppenheimer, is perhaps 

the most famous Westerner associated with the Gita today. Oppenheimer learnt Sanskrit in 

order to read the Gita in its original language and form. He would spend considerable energy in 

the later part of his life championing the message of the Gita and the profound impact it had 

upon him. Knowing full-well the implications of what he was working to create, it seems that 

Oppenheimer had become fascinated by Krishna’s claims that he would return to destroy the 

universe at a future, though unrevealed, date.

Oppenheimer was also cherry-picking; flipping through the pages in search of “His Gita”. 

Focussing almost entirely upon the eschatology of the Gita, Oppenheimer, it seems, was trying 

to add some after-the-fact meaning to the strange moment of creation and destruction that he 

was responsible for; and what seems to have haunted his life thereafter. Perhaps feeling that 

the world will eventually and inevitably come to a violent, apocalyptic end, makes one feel 

better about developing the means for a more immediate apocalyptic end.

So in the New Mexico desert, on the 16th of July, 1945, witnessing the first ever nuclear 

explosion, Oppenheimer famously claimed to have been struck by a verse in the Gita: "Now I 

am become Death, the destroyer of worlds”. However this is hard to accept because what he 

originally claimed had crossed his mind was (also from the Gita): “If the radiance of a thousand 

suns were to burst at once into the sky, that would be like the splendour of the mighty one”. But 

once again, this is also likely to be revisionism. What we know Oppenheimer actually said at the 

time, hence also likely to be what was occupying his thoughts, was considerably more 

mundane: “It worked!”

Despite Oppenheimer’s selective reading, and the imposition of his own ego on the Gita, at 

least he did not shy away from the inherent violence. However, unfortunately, neither did the 

Nazi propaganda machine. With European anti-Semitism rising across the continent, Nazi 

researchers, in search of justification for their claims of being a ‘master race’, began filtering 

through the pages of the Gita. They were searching for proof of the Indo-Aryan migration 

theory: the idea that, based on genetic and linguistic similarities, Aryan communities began 

cross migrating between Asia and Western Europe from 4000BCE to 1000BCE.
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Accordingly, Vedic-Hindu mythology was heavily appropriated by the Nazi Party to add some 

credence and historical force to some of their more outlandish claims. Suddenly the small, yet 

dominating Brahmin caste, was equated with European Jewry (incidentally sparking waves of 

anti-Brahmanism in India), and German Indologists were adopting piece-meal sections of the 

Bhagavad Gita. This link was helped along by the adoption of the ‘Swastika’ as the Party symbol, 

holding deep significance in ancient India. However, the understanding of the ‘Aryan People’, 

that is as a singular, unique group, is just not held up by the historical record.

However, this was largely irrelevant... the Nazi’s were not looking for what was true, only for 

what they could plausibly convince the German people of... and the Gita fit too well. German 

philosopher Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling had introduced the Gita to the German psyche 

with a series of prominent lectures in the mid-1800’s; Arthur Schopenhauer spent considerable 

mental energy on the Gita (and by most accounts was impressed); and Friedrich Nietzsche, 

heavily appropriated himself by the Nazi’s, had also made references to the Gita in his writings.

Senior Nazis, Alfred Rosenberg and Heinrich Himmler, spent considerable time extracting the 

seeds of racial superiority from the Gita. Himmler in particular developed a certain obsession 

with the text. Suddenly the ‘Karma’ of the Jewish people meant that they needed to be 

destroyed. As such, Himmler saw the ‘need to do ones duty’ in the Gita as a motivation for the 

Holocaust, and recommended in a series of letters that the Gita be used as spiritual 

nourishment for German soldiers. Himmler even went so far as to view Hitler as Krishna reborn. 

As the Gita rose in prominence in Germany, so did anti-Semitism, and ideas of European 

domination. Pushing this along was an unavoidable, though as yet unmentioned, element of 

the Gita: the constant theme of caste difference, inherent hierarchy, and the warrior ideal 

(Prithipaul 1990-1991: 28).

In all of ancient Hindu terminology, Dharma, continues to echo in modern India like no other. 

The founders of the independent Indian state spent considerable time trying to create a new 

society based on the idea of Dharma; and modern politicians can always be relied upon to 

support or denounce legislation based on its impact on Dharma. Just like most other central 

tenets of Hinduism, Dharma, is a hard to define idea, with multiple meanings. It can be 
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boiled-down to ‘the fundamental law of the universe, focussed on order and individual conduct 

– a harmony of life’. However, within the Gita, Dharma is not such a benign, well-meaning, 

ideal. Dharma in the Gita, is also, unavoidably, Caste Dharma. The seeds of the pervasive, 

harmful and racist caste system that still dominates Hindu society – and sometimes 

cross-infecting Indian Buddhism and Indian Islam – are sown through the passages of the Gita. 

Those categories are (in hierarchical order): Brahmins (Priests), Khsatriyas (Warriors), Vaishyas 

(Merchants and Landowners), Shudras (Servants), Untouchables or Dalits (social outcastes; 

those excluded from the four castes).

Despite the term Varna ‘class’ not currently holding a direct correlation to Jati ‘caste’, the 

references in the Gita to ‘class’ are, in fact, unquestionably, ‘caste’. That is, life is set from birth; 

individuals cannot move through these ‘classes’; ‘class’ also defines work status; and also 

relates to a divine order. Caste is unique within India, whilst class has universal cousins. 

[Krishna] “I created the system of the four classes, differentiated by their qualities and their 

inborn actions” (Doniger 2014). One of the key challenges that Krishna throws at Arjuna is that 

if they happen to lose the battle, the Pandavas women will be forced to marry their victors 

(men of different castes), and this would destroy Dharma. As if this weren’t enough, Krishna 

later derogatorily refers to the untouchable caste as ‘dog eaters’.

S.N. Dasgupta explains, and many other serious scholars have agreed with him, that the Gita is 

not a deep inversion toward ‘Atma-Brahman’ or a journey toward God. But it is a solely 

focussed text whose “main goal was to get Arjuna going”. Effectively nothing more than “man 

should always follow his own caste duties” (Sharma 1986: XX). Arjuna is a member of the 

warrior caste, hence it is his duty to fight because “Every man is powerless and made to work by 

the constituents born of nature”. Duty in the Gita is just not what Gandhi imagined it to be. 

Whenever ‘honour’ is mentioned, it is inescapably related to caste; and ‘duty’, much repeated, 

is almost 100% of the time a reference to caste duty – that is, ‘perform your caste duties’ 

(Zaehner 1969: 50).

Indeed, placed in any, even marginal context, it is impossible to accept Gandhi’s innocuous 

understanding of the Gita’s message, or his complete misunderstanding of ‘duty’ within the 
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Gita. This wilful blindness allowed Gandhi to make the unbelievable claim that the Gita “does 

not favour any sectarian point of view. It teaches nothing but pure ethics”. Caste is a unique 

product of Hinduism, and caste permeates the Gita at all levels. B.R. Ambedkar, chief framer of 

the Indian constitution, member of the Dalit (untouchable) caste, and later convert to 

Buddhism in order to escape caste prejudice, tamed Gandhi’s imagination on this issue. 

Explaining publically that the Gita was not only a Hindu text, as denied by Gandhi, but also that 

it justified the continuation of caste persecutions in Indian society. This was not a one-off 

problem that Ambedkar had with Gandhi on the issue of caste. Ambedkar famously called 

Gandhi to account for referring to the ‘untouchables and other lower-castes’ as Harijans

‘Children of God’. Ambedkar rightly explained that such a term was a cowardly means of 

avoiding confronting the suffering of these groups within Hinduism; and ultimately, considering 

their social status and treatment, a profoundly patronising term.

There is an overwhelming teleological effort within the Gita. Just as with most religious texts, 

there is an attempt to bring all arguments and reason back to god. The Gita is often lost in its 

own circles: to achieve a “divine birth” one must become a divine worker (Aurobindo 1922: 

244-258). This is not a simple ‘act with detachment’, or ‘act without attachment’, but rather a 

circular “act without attachment as God does” (Zaehner 1969: 55). Apparently disregarding the 

need for the dialogue altogether, Arjuna states “[All-]highest vessel of purity are you. All seers 

agree that you are the divine, primeval God, unborn and all-pervading Lord” (Zaehner 1969: 

79). Indeed much of the Gita is less Socrates, and more grovelling, blind acceptance of this sort. 

‘What is truth? Truth is what is revealed, or what is claimed to be true by the divine’.

When Arjuna begins drilling down upon some of the deeper philosophical problems inherent in 

the text, Krishna is allowed to dismiss them with sudden, flippant and often, irrelevant answers. 

At one point, Arjuna comes close to articulating the famous philosophical ‘problem of evil’. That 

is: ‘why does god allow evil? Does he will it to exist, is he indifferent to it, or can he not stop it?’ 

- [Arjuna Speaking] “Then by what impelled does man do evil unwilling though he be? He is 

driven to it by force, or so it seems to me”. [Krishna - seemingly missing the point] “Desire it is: 

Anger it is – arising from passion”. (Zaehner 1969: 56).
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The teleology of the Gita, is only outdone by its eschatology. Once again sharing happily with 

most other major religions, and distastefully so, the Gita expresses a clear overwhelming 

hatred; a revulsion for this world. A desire for something after this is over, something else; a 

desire for an end to all that we have... an unambiguous longing for the end of days. 

Furthermore, in the Gita Krishna is jealously obsessed with the same old frivolities and 

mundane actions that most other God’s seem to fall for. Krishna is preoccupied by idol worship 

and greedy for worldly possessions (antithetical to the central theme of detachment from the 

material world): “Whatever you do, whatever you eat, whatever you offer in sacrifice or give 

away in alms, whatever penance you may perform, offer it up to me” (Zaehner 1969: 70-77)... 

an open door policy!

Some scholars believe that its unpleasant message, along with the unpleasant characterisation 

of Krishna, is the result of a grand, yet ultimately bastardised, attempt to synthesise previous 

Hindu scriptures, teachings and practices into the Gita (Sharma 1986) (Bahm 1970: 1). Similarly, 

the nature of the Gita – so different from what new age literature often wishes it to be – has 

tended to provoke authors to develop the insecure need to begin their analyses with glowing 

responses and decidedly “apologetic” tones. (Sharma 1986: VII). Either way, the Gita is the sort 

of book that requires religious buy-in by its reader in order for it to be appreciated. 

R.N. Minor in his essay “Krishna and the Ethics of the Bhagavadgita”, offers an important 

proposition: “Students of the ethics of the Bhagavadgita must, therefore, ask: can there be,

therefore, an ethics of the Bhagavadgita without the inclusion of Krsna [Krishna]? These 

‘ethics’, as the Gita explains, are not possible without this particular deity (Minor 1990-1991: 

71). So the character of the jealous, petty and greedy deity previously outlined, is vital in 

understanding the Gita. Indeed Krishna’s place in history has not been without its 

controversies. The Jains believed that Krishna’s place in hell was not just due to his role as 

Krishna the teacher and Krishna the warrior, but also as a fornicator. That is, Krishna the

deviant who famously had sex with over 16,000 women as the spoils of war after rescuing them 

from Narakasura’s palace.
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Krishna is permanently drawn as a selfish, spiteful and demanding character: “Never must you 

tell this word to one whose life is not austere, to one devoid of love-and-loyalty, to one who 

refuses to obey”. Someone who at times resembles the historical character of Jesus, walking the 

earth unknown as a deity to those around him, Krishna however, lacks all the humility of the 

Jesus figure; replacing this with arrogance and insecurity: “for that a human form I have 

assumed fools scorn Me, knowing nothing of my higher state” (Zaehner 1969: 75).

The importance that Minor places on the figure of Krishna, is a logical claim considering his 

prominence in the text, and the tremendous detail of his character that the Gita delves into. 

Certainly this is the intent of the Gita. However this is still an unconstructed leap of sorts. Just 

because the Gita was designed to place Krishna (Vishnu) as the “key” to its ethics, doesn’t mean 

that modern audiences must simply accept this (Minor 1990-1991: 70-71). It is possible to view 

Krishna as nothing more than an Indian Socrates, with the ethics of the Gita laying in the 

material back-and-forth between the central characters in the discussion, but we will come to 

this in chapter 3.

Indeed, apparently forgetting its own rhetoric, the Gita at one point self-refutes the unique 

nature and the perfect word of Krishna by claiming “Each of the world’s three major traditional 

civilizations has produced profound and influential works which can serve to inspire and uplift 

men everywhere” (Bahm 1970: 4). Certainly a tremendous amount of what is found in the Gita 

is also found in early Buddhism, particularly the Pali Canon, despite certain fundamental 

departures in substance and theology (Upadhyaya 1971). John R. Mayer outlines how the 

Jainist principle of ‘Ahimsa’ stretches out, and is embraced as a central doctrine of Buddhism 

and broader Hinduism (Mayer 1990-1991).

Similarly, Krishna’s claim to be timeless and infinite, is an original claim in the Gita and 

something that has grown into pure Hinduism after the fact. (Bahm 1970: 2). It is therefore 

absurd for anyone to claim that the Gita is not a religious text. However, to claim that like many 

people do, that the Gita is merely life instruction, good for all places and all times, is to 

surreptitiously go in search of a broader audience... and it is often found: perhaps most 
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famously, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, the eleventh President of an independent India, used to regularly 

consult the Gita and recite its passages, despite being a Muslim.

Yet individuals and faiths in general have always been eager to parse their limits and 

eccentricities in real world particularity. So praying five times a day is now exercise, the face veil 

is skin protection from the sun, polygamy is natural selection amplified, halal is now an organic 

(healthier) diet; needless to mention all the attempts to customise religious moral claims to suit 

modern developments: freeing slaves rather than keeping them, giving females rights rather 

than oppressing them, tolerating other races, and tribes and faiths rather than massacring 

them, after, and only after, society has deemed the change to be necessary (and moral).

Furthermore, Krishna explains that Arjuna’s concern for the harm, suffering and loss of life that 

will certainly be inflicted upon the people involved in the battle ought to be assuaged once he 

has understood the divine origins of the command to fight. This metaphysical side-step is 

unoriginal: it is ‘Divine Command Theory’. Krishna explains that just as Arjuna’s duty is to fight, 

the ‘others’ that he suddenly cares about have their duty as well – they are duty bound to 

sacrifice themselves. This is a “battle of sacred duty”, a righteous event that will establish 

justice on earth. The three great monotheisms have this element in common with the Gita. 

What is moral is simply moral because the heavens command it so. There is no point in 

pursuing ethical reasoning, it is all given by divine authority, and that is something beyond our 

understanding.

The Gita, perhaps unfortunately, yet also true to form as a religious text of its age, is a deeply 

masculine document – a mantle that religions have seemingly competed for over the years. 

Friedrich Nietzsche in ‘The Antichrist’, picks up on this theme when criticising Jesus for keeping 

the company of women: “If Islam despises Christianity, it has a thousandfold right to do so; 

Islam at least assumes it is dealing with men”.

A small saving grace for the Gita is that it is solidly contextualised. As such there is less jumping 

from idea to idea, from statement to statement, from circumstance to circumstance, as is to be 

found in the Torah, the Bible and the Koran. So in chapter 3, where the divine claims of the Gita 
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are to be stripped away in order to analyse the remains and find a material, non-divine 

morality, it will be an exercise less about cherry picking, and more about streamlining. 

However, the metaphysical baggage outlined in chapter 1 does make this exercise a real effort.

And the Gita desperately needs such an ethic. Because for all its tolerance, Hinduism is still just 

a religion, something that binds and brings meaning only by conversely creating an outside 

group to which concern is not granted. With the modern resurgence of Hindu nationalism in 

Indian politics and regular intervals of inter-religious violence, the Gita, as a central text of 

Hinduism, will need to try and find a way to prove people like Martin Amis at least partially 

incorrect when he makes the seemingly common-sense claim in ‘The Voice of the Lonely 

Crowd’ (2002) “If God existed, and if He cared for humankind, He would never have given us 

religion”.

As difficult as such a truism might be to challenge, the Gita does have quite the international 

support group on its side, and more pointedly the Gita has always had a Western intellectual 

audience. Beyond the previously mentioned Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Schelling and 

Oppenheimer, intellectuals such as Henry David Thoreau, Carl Jung, Herman Hesse and Aldous 

Huxley were all avid readers of the Gita. Impressive? Yes! Well not enough for the modern-day 

champions of the Gita, who, in a desperate hope to make the Gita universally applicable and 

validated, have claimed that the Gita’s verses and metaphysical layerings have echoed through 

the ages in the mouths of Plato, Thomas Paine, John Locke, Cicero, Goethe, Milton, Voltaire, 

Seneca, Kepler, Francis Bacon and Shakespeare, amongst others (Khanna 1936) (Sankaracarya 

1984). This is to elevate hope to the level of truth... if these men were alive today I can only 

imagine they would be lawyering-up for a series of libel law suits.

Rather, what the Gita has left to echo through the ages has been far less impressive, and when 

it has encountered great minds, it has often been dismissed as a foolish, even dangerous, 

document. Not that he should be included in this ‘great minds’ category, but journalist Edward 

Luce draws a light on the insidious social impact of Karma as understood from the Gita: “No 

visitor to India can fail to notice the juxtaposition of great human deprivation with its deeply 

religious culture. In India the sacred and profane always seem to be linked. Some Indian 
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philosophers have justified poverty as a consequence of the actions of the poor committed in 

their past lives. The doctrine of reincarnation, it seems, makes it easier to overlook the squalor 

of the here and now. For some it even provides the moral underpinning to poverty” (Luce 2006: 

5).

K. Satchidananda Murty in his book “Philosophy in India: Traditions, Teachings & Research” 

fawningly quotes Amaury de Riencourt who claimed that “Hegel’s debt to Indian thinkers for 

the very basis of his whole logic is considerable” (Murty 1991: 160). This is beyond desperate: 

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel offered only a small slither of hope for this claim by 

acknowledging the linguistic accuracy of Karma and noting that actions must have an end. 

Hence the idea of Karma, though likely wrong, has an accuracy nonetheless. However, he saw it 

as logically absurd to say that Arjuna must pass through lower levels of perfection before 

reaching Krishna (Prithipaul 1990-1991: 24-25).

Hegel actually denounced the ‘poetry’ of the Gita as mudding the waters, and negating and 

destroying the ethics of the Gita (Prithipaul 1990-1991). He saw Indian philosophy as caged by 

the presence of, and desperation to justify, caste; which “has made and continues to make 

morality and true culture eternally impossible”. Furthermore he criticised duty in Indian 

philosophy: “there exists no positive relationship between a spiritual God and the duties, 

consequentially there is no interiority of right and of moral conscience for the content of the 

duties is not spiritual, but is subjected to a natural determination”. Uneasy about the duality of 

philosophy and theology in the Gita and the claim to grand unification, Hegel dismissed the Gita 

as lazy naturalism and the text itself as “nothing but insidious superstition” (Prithipaul 

1990-1991: 26-29).

Many people have similarly claimed that the Gita was the inspiration for the philosophy of 

Martin Heidegger. This is a reference to Heidegger’s claim that truth and knowledge can only be 

discovered through hermeneutic reasoning. There is absolutely no link to be found that might 

indicate such a footnote is deserved, and importantly the claim to hermeneutic understanding 

is not mentioned in the Gita. Rather it is a tool that has been applied after-the-fact as a means 
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to decipher the message within the text. Such as R. Steiner who in “On the Bhagavadgita” 

refers to the importance of ‘cyclical’ knowledge (Steiner 1975).

This is likely just an easy way for advocates of the Gita to dismiss the crazier passages, and 

self-refuting statements of the Gita. When Heidegger spoke of hermeneutics he was 

approaching the concept of Dasein ‘being-in-the-world’. Explaining that to understand the 

world is to lose sight of ourselves in the world, then to understand ourselves we lose sight of 

the world around us – drilling ever deeper in a hermeneutic spiral unto the truth. However, due 

to this paradigm, truth can never be fully grasped. Hence for anyone to claim that Heidegger 

based his work on the Gita is to claim that the Gita is not a pathway to truth after all. To say 

that the Gita can only be read hermeneutically is to actually say that the Gita can never be 

understood at all, rather than what it was most likely intended to do – assuage doubt 

concerning contradictory and inexplicable statements. 

A. Sharma in “The Bhagavadgita: A Mimamsic Approach” did the world a painful disservice by 

beginning his analysis of the hermeneutic Gita by dumping another hermeneutic layer on top “I 

would like to begin by stating that this paper is hermeneutical rather than historical in its 

orientation and this is how I would like you to consider it” (Sharma 1990-1991: 46). Well what a 

way to avoid substantive criticism! Karl Potter, not to be confused with Karl Popper, in his 

‘Presuppositions of India’s Philosophies’ defines the Indian philosophical trend evidenced in the 

Gita where “nothing is ever caused, born or created” as ‘Leap Philosophy’. And Indian 

philosopher K. Satchidananda Murty tries to support this idea as a valid piece of intellectual 

reasoning by claiming “One who is seated on Everest does not and cannot reclimb it or climb 

further; he is already on the summit” (Murty 1965: 175-177). Once again, Indian philosophy 

needs buy-in from its audience before reading it.

In the same vein as Heidegger, some scholars have tried to claim the Gita as a precursor to 

Rene Descartes’ ‘Cartesian Dualism’ (Minor 1990-1991: 57), yet just as with Heidegger there is 

simply nothing to support this claim other than an after-the-fact desire to fit great minds and 

ideas to the pages of the Gita. There is nothing linking Descartes, nor his philosophy in any 
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substantial way to the Gita. And a similarly false link is often drawn with Spinoza’s Pantheism, 

due to familiarities in general feel rather than substance (Chaitanya 1985: 277).

Similarly the Gita is often framed as a precursor to Kantian ethics (Minor 1990-1991: 57)... this 

one is quite an egregious stretch. Despite reading the Gita and offering some mental energy 

toward its understanding, Immanuel Kant was, in fact, heavily criticised by proponents of the 

Gita for ‘refusing to exit the door of Western Philosophy for the door of Eastern Philosophy’. 

Despite studying the Gita, Kant undeniably paused at the precipice of its mysticism, not 

accepting that the message of the Gita could be taken as direct knowledge (Feuerstein 1974: 

94).

Sartre’s existentialism is also dismissed, but in much more fundamentalist ways. For Sartre 

‘man’ is born and exists “radically free”; a reality that leaves no place for “the existence of the 

subliminal strata of consciousness” (Feuerstein 1974: 150-151). Perhaps Sartre’s freedom is 

mythical like Nietzsche’s superman, but to criticise it in terms of “consciousness” is to do 

absolutely nothing.

To further muddle the message of the Gita, Murty notes that “In Sanskrit almost nothing is 

denoted exclusively by a single word, but by a number of synonyms” (Murty 1991: 3). The word 

‘Yoga’ is used in a vast range of circumstances and for a vast range of meanings in the Gita (not 

just its most obvious meaning indicating the ‘integration’ of the soul into the material 

personality) (Zaehner 1969: 24). Similarly, as previously mentioned the term ‘Atma’ means soul, 

yet so does ‘Dehi’, ‘Brahmana’, ‘Purusha’ and ‘Buddhi’. And in the Gita, when Arjuna becomes 

‘baffled’ by the various different incoherent and contradictory metaphysical claims of Krishna, 

Krishna falls back on the tried and tested safety-net of all religions, and demands Arjuna’s 

unconditional faith in him despite the lack of proof and reason (Sharma 1986: XX).

Stepping further away from philosophy, the Gita is considerably closer to the place held for 

Homeric story-telling by the Greeks, or Kalevala for the people of Finland. Documents infused 

with moral glimpses, yet not in any way considerable as philosophical arguments due to their 
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lack of structure, shallowness of content and absence of clearly expressed meaning. (Steiner 

1975: 210).

When one really unpacks the surrounding noise of the Gita, it is easy to see that far too many 

claims about the insights and depths of the Gita are forgeries and/or deliberate 

misconstructions. Far too many analyses are simply not analyses at all. Rather what one tends 

to encounter are summarised retellings with heavy doses of poetic licence in order to infuse 

awe in a hollow document. Littered amongst these are countless nativist translations... 

“Lauika”, “Prajna” and “Sthitaprajna”, ad infinitum, all giving the impression of knowledge and 

mysticism while saying absolutely nothing – an orientalist back-slap and nothing more 

(Lefebure 1990-1991: 74-87).

Once again Edward Luce explains how this phenomenon has grown: “India had laboured too 

long under the burden of spiritual greatness that Westerners have for centuries thrust upon it 

and which Indians had themselves got into the habit of picking up and sending back (with a 

cherry on top)” (Luce 2006: 4). Indeed the Gita has become an object of cultural protection. 

Something sacred, barred from ordinary rational inquiry, much like what has happened to the 

philosophy of Fichte in Europe, where for a time material criticism became a social heresy. The 

Gita continues to hold a protected status like that of a rare and endangered species (Steiner 

1975: 211).

Chapter 3: Salvage Mission - Just War Theory and the Moral Importance of Sympathy

So far we have seen what the Gita is as an unvarnished document (as far as this is possible). Just 

as we have approached the – though once again in a less than complete manner (necessary as a 

sheer matter of prudence) – underlying theory, misconceptions and criticisms. However for all 

that has been so far challenged, dismissed and ridiculed, there is something more. Something 

marginalised by the metaphysical weight of the text and something material; something that 
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has the quality to stand on its own; something worth salvaging from the Gita. That is, Just War 

Theory and the moral importance of sympathy. 

Roman philosopher and political theorist, Cicero, famously stated that “laws are silent in times 

of war”. Though explicit discussions of Just War Theory outdate this statement, this is 

nonetheless the platform from which any such a moral claim builds. Are times of war, such as 

that of the Mahabharata, times when ordinary morality is suspended? If not, is there such a 

thing as the laws of war? What are they? Who do they apply to? What is their reach? How are 

they to be practiced?

From a tradition of thought tracing back to Homer’s ‘Iliad’, Plato’s ‘Republic’ and indeed 

Cicero’s ‘On the Commonwealth’, the Catholic Church, based heavily upon the work of St. 

Augustine, and later St. Thomas Aquinas, inserted God into the battlefield and began building 

the embryonic foundation of Just War Theory. As such, understandings of the ethics of war 

were viewed through the spectrum of punishment for wrongdoing. And it is plausible to read 

the Gita under this guise. Indeed Krishna spends a considerable amount of time trying to justify 

the Mahabharata to Arjuna in terms of divine order and the punishment that must follow for 

breaking that order. It would not be a mischaracterisation to view this as a support for the idea 

of God divined Just War Theory. It is however, also something more. Similarly, Augustine and 

Aquinas both pushed beyond this ‘sin and punishment’ understanding, and tried to ground the 

ethics of war in the terms of the ‘defence of peace’.

Peace should be desired as a permanent, fixed ideal. That is, not peace as a means to 

consolidate strength, or in order to build for future warfare, but rather peace in-and-of itself. As 

such, a war that secures peace can be morally justified. The traditional, and widely accepted 

immorality that we tend to associate with the use of violence, is negated by this goal, and 

indeed is a moral necessity of defending the peace. This is a Just War Theory built less upon 

divine rule, and more upon intuitive moral instincts and the ‘golden rule’ (do unto others as you 

would have them do unto yourself).
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‘Going to war in order to have peace’... this is not the oxymoron that some people might 

believe it to be. Ideas of moral isolation brought calamity to Western Europe and the United 

States in the 19th and 20th centuries. Bosnia, Kosovo, East Timor and Libya were all acts of 

violence by international coalitions that prevented larger scale violence. And in hindsight, who 

could with any good conscience say that we should not have done more to halt the genocide in 

Rwanda or the Jewish Holocaust. Violence to secure peace is often the only feasible option 

when faced with certain extreme circumstances. This touches upon questions of: ‘when can we 

go to war... when is it ok to kill?’ ‘What acts are justified in war?’ or ‘how do we all judge those 

that fight for us?’

Augustine and Aquinas spent considerable energy philosophising about how soldiers, even if 

righteous in their reasons for fighting, should behave in the war itself. Augustine reflected 

heavily upon the nature of the fighting, insisting that soldiers don’t engage in unnecessary 

cruelty, designs on domination and power, or yearnings of vengeance. Thomas Aquinas added 

upon this a more nuanced understanding of moderation and the regulation of conduct, 

including the principle of proportionality within war.

Michael Barnett notes in his 2011 book ‘Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism’, 

that essentially “Humanity is necrotic”, for “it is through the dead and the recognition of their 

pain, suffering, and sacrifice that the living embrace their own humanity” (Barnett 2011: 226). 

And certainly there is truth in this claim: In 1859, Jean Henri Dunant (otherwise known as Henry 

Dunant), widely considered to be the patriarch of humanitarianism, happened upon the battle 

of Solferino between French and Austro-Hungarian forces. At the end of the single-day’s 

conflict, Dunant wandered through the battlefield in order to inspect the scene left behind. The 

suffering of the soldiers who laid dying unaided, long after the fighting had ended, exercised

Dunant’s conscience to begin the effort toward the formation of the International Committee 

of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the Geneva Conventions. Since which, international protections for 

combatants and non-combatants alike have become ubiquitous: the Convention on Laws and 

Customs of War (Hague Conventions) (1899 & 1907), the Geneva Conventions (1864, 1906 & 

1929), the United Nations Charter (1945), The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, the 
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Genocide Convention 1948, the Covenant on Civil and Political rights 1966, the covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural rights 1966, the Geneva Conventions 1949 and 1977, and the 

Conventions against Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 1975 and 

1984.

Trying to apply such a long history of Just War tradition to the Gita would be a hopelessly

drawn-out exercise – more so than this has already become. Instead, as a matter of prudence, it 

is best to accept the modern standard bearer of Just War Theory, as outlined by Michael Walzer 

in his seminal work ‘Just and Unjust Wars’. And it is important to begin with some definitional 

terms: 1. Jus Ad Bellum = Justice of war (in regards of resorting to war); 2. Jus In Bello = Justice 

in war (concerning the conduct of war); 3. Jus Post Bellum = Justice after war. 

Jus Ad Bellum: Walzer defines this as either the right to self-defence/right to resist, or 

alternatively as coming to the aid of others, that is, humanitarian intervention. This ‘just cause’ 

involves the resistance to external aggression, as that pertains to the violation of basic human 

rights. This includes what Walzer terms the “legalist paradigm” which relates to an imminent 

attack or threatened attack by an enemy. The example given by Walzer of such a paradigm was 

Israel’s 1967 pre-emptive attack on its Arab neighbours. Surrounded by countries posturing for 

war and threatening the destruction of the Israeli state, it was possible to see Israel, despite 

launching the first salvo, as a “victim of aggression” operating under “a clear case of legitimate 

anticipation”. Beyond this, ‘right intention’ must be proven. That is, the war can only be 

undertaken in order to satisfy a previously shown just cause; nothing beyond satisfying this 

cause can be defensible. Ulterior motives, changes in intent, or mission creep cannot be 

tolerated. As such, a ‘formal declaration’ by the parties going to war is required in order to 

ensure that the decision is being made by the appropriate authority, that the public are aware 

of the actions and intentions, and to ensure that the purpose and reasons of the war are on 

public record so that they cannot be changed after-the-fact, and so that leaders may be held to 

account if necessary. The decision to go to war must be made as a ‘last resort’; after all 

plausible alternatives and peaceful options have been exhausted. The war must have a decent 

‘probability of success’: if there is little hope that the war will improve the situation, or have 
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any measureable impact, then the risks of war can be considered as outweighing the benefits. 

And finally, before conflict is initiated a ‘proportional calculation’ is required. That is, the overall 

good that might come about through fighting the war (achieving the just cause), must be 

weighed against vast potential downsides and harms that may happen. Indeed the words of 

Walzer echo through the pages of the international community’s most recent attempt to codify 

the grounds of legal war and intervention: The Doctrine of the Responsibility to Protect, or R2P; 

with ‘right intention’, ‘last resort’, ‘proportional means’, ‘reasonable prospects’, ’right 

authority’ and ‘just cause’ outlined as constituting the “right to intervene” (ICISS 2001: 2.28).

Jus In Bello: Walzer defines this in terms of who is targeted and how. Rather than a blanket 

claim to not kill civilians, Walzer accepts that a certain degree of collateral damage is inevitable 

in all conflict. Rather, ‘discrimination’ is the key principle at play here. Soldiers on the battlefield 

are only allowed to ‘deliberately target’ those people who are actively trying to harm them. 

‘Military necessity’ in this context refers to striking only those targets, military or otherwise, 

which substantially contribute to victory (that is, the just cause of the war). Similarly, 

‘proportionality’ re-emerges, this time to designate not the intended actions, but the daily 

behaviour of troops. The actions they undertake must always be proportional to the just cause 

of the war. That is, effectively, they must produce as little harm and suffering as is possible and 

reasonable. The ‘fair treatment of prisoners’ is a rather straightforward prohibition against 

starvation, torture, experimentation, threats of death, and any other violation of basic rights 

against any captured or surrendered soldier. ‘Reprisal acts’, as a means to punish the behaviour 

of the enemy, is never a justified act for Walzer. Whilst the ‘preservation of human rights’ is the 

cornerstone of his Jus In Bello. This involves the banning of weapons and actions that are 

inherently harmful insofar as they degrade the basic human rights of those that they target, 

even if such targets are legitimate. These actions include rape, genocide, and other mass 

atrocities; while such prohibited weapons include chemical explosives and poisons.

Jus Post Bellum: this concerns the obligations after war, after the enemy is defeated; after the 

considerations of Jus Ad Bellum and Jus In Bello have been fulfilled. Walzer does not specifically 

elaborate upon Jus Post Bellum in Just and Unjust Wars. However he does take the time to 
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draw attention to its importance and the morality therein: “The theory of ends in war is shaped 

by the same rights that justify the fighting in the first place – most importantly, by the right of 

nations, even of enemy nations, to continued national existence and, except in extreme 

circumstances, to the political prerogatives of nationality. The theory incorporates arguments 

for prudence and realism; it is an effective bat to total war”. This is an idea once again 

explicated in the Doctrine of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) which places as one of its three 

pillars the ‘Responsibility to Rebuild’ (R2Rebuild) after intervention and warfare. There is less 

literature, and less clear rules concerning Jus Post Bellum, and what we can find is often 

derivative of Jus Ad Bellum and Jus In Bello. These might include: the just cause of the war 

ought to be secured so as to avoid repeat conflicts; the authority that originally declared war is 

responsible for declaring peace; revenge should hold no place in the post-war calculations, 

rather the atmosphere should be, once again, governed by proportionality; the principle of 

discrimination between combatants, political leaders, and non-combatants, should continue to 

govern war considerations, though now in terms of international trials, war crimes and human 

rights violations; with a final set of considerations concerning the need to rebuild and 

rehabilitate the defeated state.

To find the place of Just War Theory in the Gita it might be helpful at this stage to return to the 

statement that the document is undoubtedly hinged upon: ‘Hoping for peace whilst demanding 

war’. For all the metaphysical unpacking that has come and gone so far, it cannot be an 

intellectual exercise to simply walk away at this point claiming, as Gandhi did, mere symbolism. 

This is not only disingenuous, but it also robs any chance of achieving a Just War statement; it 

robs the Gita of its moral core.

The Mahabharata is not just a war, but a very specific war with a very specific enemy. Through 

the otherworldly revelations of Krishna and the worldly focus upon the inner turmoil of Arjuna, 

it is easy to lose sight of the opposing Kauravas army. The nature of their forces, their people, 

and importantly their leadership are explained in detail in the Gita. The Kauravas King –

incidentally also Arjuna’s uncle – is described as being physically blind, but one can only imagine 

that is also intended to act as a metaphor for his moral blindness. Motivated by an ideology of 
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domination and tyranny, the Kauravas have publically committed themselves to nothing less 

than the death of Arjuna and the genocide of his people (the Pandavas). They have rejected 

countless attempts at negotiation – including a peace envoy for which Krishna himself operated 

as Ambassador – and have followed up their words with action: having made repeated raids on 

Arjuna’s Kingdom, humiliating Arjuna’s wife by stripping her in public, and by launching 

multiple, though as yet unsuccessful, attempts upon Arjuna’s life and the lives of his family. 

This is a good few steps beyond the justification that Israel had in 1967, hence we ought to 

consider the legalist paradigm fulfilled. Furthermore this satisfies the Jus Ad Bellum

requirements of ‘just cause’ and ‘last resort’. Similarly, considering that the Kauravas have 

genocidal intent it can be safe to say that the ‘right intention’ is fulfilled, as is the pre-war 

‘proportional calculation’.

Ostensibly, violence is coming, just as it has been building, and Arjuna’s decision not to fight 

cannot stop the battle, it can only influence its outcome. As explained, all mitigating actions, all 

chances to avoid conflict have been exhausted – including the inexplicable acceptance of 13 

years in exile for Arjuna as punishment from the Kauravas King for the crime of emasculating 

him by thwarting his previous attempts to wipe out the Pandavas – there is only time left to 

pick sides. So, Krishna is not simply trying to convince Arjuna to ‘do his duty’ from Divine 

Command Theory, but he his parsing this duty in the context of a greater and inevitable evil. 

Arjuna has tried appeasement, and failed. Now, all that is left is a simple utilitarian choice with 

no neutral position: Arjuna can either destroy evil or allow it to thrive by refusing to fight it. So 

yes, it is Arjuna’s duty to fight, but only because to fight is the only moral decision available.

The principle is laid bare, violence is only justified in self-defence, never as an aggressive 

measure, and only in protection of a higher moral good. Considering the obvious unjust nature 

of the Kauravas, and the unquestionable harm that their victory would bring to the world 

(slicing against the grain of Dharma), the only moral reaction and the only proportional 

response is to fight. With peace as the goal, anyone unlucky enough to be caught up in the 

fighting must be accepted at this point as unwelcome, yet unavoidable, collateral damage in 
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the Jus In Bello tradition – thereby shedding some context upon Krishna’s previous claim that 

those who die in the battle are duty-bound to do so.

The right to self-defence and the moral obligation to oppose evil also stretches to broader 

Hindu settings, in spite of certain overtones of divine punishment. Frequent references are 

made across Hinduism that “When anti-social violence increased and the strong destroyed the 

weak, Vishnu transformed himself into weapon-bearing Danda”; and “the instructions to Manu, 

the first legendary first ruler of mankind, were these: ‘You are the ruler of men. Take in your 

hand this sword, in which is enshrined righteousness, and protect men. Punish those who 

transgress the moral law” (Chaitanya 1985: 287).

It is here that the Gita serves up a creative destruction of blind, universally applicable, Gandhian 

pacifism. The peaceful focus of the Gita mustn’t be confused with an advocation of pacifism. 

Arjuna, as is noted, has fought countless previous battles (hence his reputation) whilst the Gita 

itself readily became the motivating/justifying text for multiple generations of Indian freedom 

fighters. The only time that pacifism enters into the Gita is so that Krishna may intellectually 

destroy it as an idea. Pacifism is dismissed – as it should be – as an indiscriminate and arbitrary 

moral position. It cannot truly be said of someone that they desire peace if they openly admit in 

the same breath that they are never willing to fight for it – there is value in violence of a certain 

kind.

Arjuna – if he is to listen to the better angels of his nature – must embrace the violence of the 

Mahabharata for it is the only way to achieve peace. And as explained by Krishna, happiness 

cannot exist without peace. This moral consequentialism is addressed by Krishna – not by a 

reference to duty – but rather by a reference to Vedic custom. The Community standard that 

exercises Arjuna so heavily is the result of his failure to keep sight of Yagna. Yagna – as 

consistently invoked throughout the Gita – signifies that the individual, through his/her actions 

are always, and inextricably, belonging to the community. So Arjuna’s mistake is in being 

selective in his consequentialist concern for the community (concern for the Kauravas); he 

ought to be just as concerned at the impact of not fighting (concern for the Pandavas and the 

world as a whole), as he should be for the impact of fighting.
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The Jus Ad Bellum considerations of ‘formal declaration’ and ‘probability of success’ are harder 

to assess based on the content of the Gita. However, it is not so great of a leap to assume that 

Arjuna himself represents the right authority capable of declaring war, while the mathematical 

calculation that might weigh-up the probability of success would be heavily tilted toward going 

to war considering the Pandavas proven ability to win battles over the Kauravas and 

considering the high cost of not fighting (genocide).

To fill-out the Jus In Bello considerations, the concern of ‘reprisal acts’ is not mentioned, and 

considering that the war is described as a defensive war against immorality and injustice, there 

is no other option than to accept at face value that reprisal and revenge were not motivating 

factors; if they were then this war would not have taken so long to occur considering the 

various aggressions by the Kauravas over the preceding decades. By this same account, the 

‘preservation of human rights’ ought to be considered a given, especially in our absence of 

information concerning the battle itself.

In terms of the Jus In Bello considerations of ‘discrimination’, ‘Military necessity’ and 

‘proportionality’, there is the implication in the words of Arjuna that the entire Pandavas 

people are taking part in the battle (however it must be mentioned that this would be

antithetical to the idea of caste duty whereby only the Kshatriya, as the warrior caste, do the 

fighting). If this was indeed the intention, then the principle of discrimination in the targeting of 

non-combatants has no place in the Gita (it ought to be granted as fulfilled). As far as actions 

amounting only to military necessity and proportionality relate to the Gita, it is necessary to 

stretch slightly beyond the bounds of the text to properly address these categories. Though not 

in the Gita, other descriptions of the Mahabharata have offered a deeper look into the justice 

of the war, for example: chariots should only engage other chariots and not engage cavalry on 

foot, seeing it as unfair; the use of poisoned tipped arrows and spears is outlawed; people 

wounded or otherwise in distress should be immune from being targeted; and prisoners of war 

should be treated with fairness and respect. Also, though once again not mentioned in the Gita, 

when Aswattama killed the as yet unborn child Parikshit in Uttara’s womb, Krishna intercedes 

and revives the child and imposes a 3000 year curse upon Aswattama as punishment.  
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The place of Jus Post Bellum is even harder to grasp from the text of the Gita, however we know 

from Krishna that he expects the battle to be an earthly cleansing of evil. Accounts vary, 

however not by much. Somewhere between 4 and 12 people are claimed to have survived the 

battle, in total. However, despite this near total eradication of life, there is a long literature 

concerning the kingdom and society that flourished in the aftermath of the conflict. This draws 

an uncomfortable break between the seeming fulfilment of the Jus Post Bellum principle of 

rebuild and rehabilitate, and the seeming failure to conform to the Jus In Bello consideration of 

proportionality and military necessity. However, it is conceivable that this might be a 

misjudgement that is admittedly based entirely on the survival rate, not on the details of the 

fighting. Even if it is just due to the absence of detail, both inter-conflict and post-conflict, it 

must be noted that as solidly as Just War Theory is grounded in the Gita, it is also, as noticed by 

Hegel, somewhat inadequately explained (Prithipaul 1990-1991). On this same note, and 

despite being a minor detail, the Jus Post Bellum need for a ‘right authority to declare peace’ is 

compromised by the death of Arjuna during the battle. It is rather Krishna who declares the end 

of the fighting with the blowing of a conch shell (however no one seems to doubt that he has 

the authority to do this at the time).

Yet, as if this were not quite sufficient, the Gita demands something more from the reader. 

Arjuna’s worry at the thought of killing his own family is not merely an emotional revulsion or a 

personalising of the violence. Arjuna is troubled by the consequentialist ethic that might be 

formed by his actions. More specifically he is worried at both the social impact, and at the 

standard being set, by his would-be decision to kill his family and friends; that is, if society 

accepts the premise that ‘it is ok to kill your family and friends if it is a time of war, and that 

they happen to choose the wrong side to fight on’. Indeed throughout the Gita, Krishna 

consistently invokes Yagna, the previously explained Vedic custom that signifies that the 

individual is always belonging to the community through his/her actions. This sneaks up upon 

the ethical core of the Gita, which is not just to make Arjuna realise that fighting is necessary, 

yet also that he should do so without pleasure or hatred of the other (Sharma 1986: XXii).
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To return briefly to St. Augustine, during his deliberations on Just War Theory he included a 

condemnation of blood lust and the enjoyment of the act of war. War ought to be a regretful 

behaviour. And the Gita – though unshaking in its message – demands compassion. It is in full 

knowledge of the malignancy of his enemies that Arjuna first revolts against fighting them –

doing so, importantly, after recognising that they are people who he once loved, and indeed 

still does by virtue of that memory. Arjuna does the opposite of what we expect from modern 

soldiers: in the great anti-war tradition he humanises his enemy. Present in Arjuna’s moment of 

hesitation is Nietzsche’s then yet to be articulated philosophical caution: “Be careful when you 

fight monsters, lest you become one… for when you gaze into the abyss, the abyss gazes back 

into you”. Arjuna is not ignoring his duty, nor is he running from the moral reality before him, 

rather he is embracing it in its entirety. Arjuna is merely sympathising with monsters – which, 

after all, is the moral thing to do.

However as a final consideration, it should once again be acknowledged that the Gita, as we 

hear it, is through the story-telling of Sanjaya in the court of King Dhritarashtra. With the 

Pandavas emerging victorious from the conflict (led spiritually by Krishna), and with Sanjaya at 

the point of retelling a clear and committed ‘devotee’ of Krishna (Zaehner 1969: 109), a cloud 

of victor’s justice looms heavily over the Gita. The justification of duty, the call to violence, the 

resulting carnage and the divine purpose that excuses all that happens, must be viewed in the 

same way as many people have come to view the nuclear attacks on Japan, the firebombing of 

Dresden, the Nuremburg Trials and the Tokyo Trials. Events and judgments made from a 

position of triumph that perhaps would look, and be umpired, very differently had the outcome 

of the fighting been altered. We are all very good at justifying our desires in advance of acting 

upon them, and just as good at moralising our actions after-the-fact. So it must be questioned 

whether the Gita is merely an attempt to paint history in a manner that Sanjaya approves of... 

divine claims mustn’t be elevated above the challenges of subjective reasoning.
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Conclusion

This has the unavoidable feel of a haberdashery. Indeed there was considerably more content

(almost endless amounts) that I could have included (or potentially excluded) in the course of 

this research. Regardless, in this essay I set out to find something of substance in the Gita. And 

in doing so I wanted to avoid the intellectual dishonesty of what Gandhi did, what the Jains did, 

and what people like Devdutt Pattanaik are still doing today; and I wanted to preserve the 

entire message of the Gita during this endeavour... I failed!

However unlike such people, I believe that I have extracted something tangible, material, and 

not bound up in layers of hermeneutic obfuscation. Furthermore, I believe that this is the only 

means forward for the Gita and Indian philosophy in general. As an early expression of Just War 

Theory and moral concern, the Gita manages to – if only just – overcome the barrier that K. 

Satchidananda Murty hoped Indian philosophy would, that is, of “not [being] philosophy at all, 

but a collection of dogmas, mystifying and unproductive statements and ‘astonishing and false 

factual beliefs’” (Murty 1991: VIII).

If Indian philosophy is going to mean something in the future, it will have to move away from 

sacred documents, revealed truths, and religion masquerading as reason. Trying to convince 

the world that the Gita is still alive and philosophically significant, in its plain meaning and 

original intent, just won’t do anymore. For the Gita to survive it will have to accept that it is a 

document of a different age, that its undiluted message is at both one and the same time, 

meaningless and immoral. That its metaphysical logic is confused, indecipherable and often 

explicitly self-refuting. 

Something non-religious, non-spiritual, and something standing on its own weight will have to 

be extracted from the Gita – in the same way as many Christians today have extracted the 

historical Jesus and the Sermon on the Mound from the Bible as a whole – if the text is going to 

survive modern audiences and moral progression. I believe that this can, and perhaps has to be, 

Just War Theory and the moral importance of sympathising with enemies. 
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*** Note on language: References to the ‘Kauravas’ and ‘Pandavas’ are used in this essay to 

signify both the singular and plural of the opposing communities and armies. After considerable 

time spent searching for the correct titles and terminology, the best explanations and the more 

trustable sources that I found saw the language of the Gita as operating in this way. Thereby 

excusing the seemingly common-sense need for the references ‘Kaurava’ or ‘Kauravas’’ etc. at 

times in this essay.
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